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Recent years have witnessed the proliferation of mobile computing and Internet-of-Things (IoT), where
billions of mobile and IoT devices are connected to the Internet, generating zillions Bytes of data at the
network edge. Driving by this trend, edge computing, an emerging computing paradigm, has received a
tremendous amount of interest. By pushing data storage, computing, and controls closer to the network
edge, edge computing has been widely recognized as a promising solution to meet the requirements of
low latency, high scalability and energy efficiency, as well as mitigate the network traffic burdens.
However, with the emergence of diverse IoT applications (e.g., smart home, smart city, industrial
automation, connected car), it becomes challenging for edge computing to deal with these heterogeneous
IoT environments. Motivated by the success of artificial intelligence (AI) in a wide spectrum of fields, it is
envisaged that AI powered edge computing could overcome the emerging challenges by fully unleashing
the potential of the edge big data. The resulted new inter-discipline, edge AI or edge intelligence, is
beginning to receive a tremendous amount of interest. However, research on edge intelligence is still in
its infancy stage, and a dedicated venue for exchanging the recent advances of edge intelligence is highly
desired by both the computer system and artificial intelligence communities.
This special issue focuses on the overarching architectures, frameworks, and emerging key technologies
for the new inter-discipline of edge intelligence. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
• Architectures of Edge AI for IoT
• Resource-friendly Edge AI Model Design
• Big Data Analytics for Edge AI
• Security and Privacy Issues for Edge Intelligence
• Resource Management for Edge AI
• Applications/services for Edge AI
• Communication and Networking Protocols for • Incentive and Business Models for Edge
Edge AI
Intelligence Services
• Software Platforms for Edge Intelligence
• AI-enabled computation offloading
• 5G-enabled services for Edge intelligence
• Implementation/Testbed/Deployment of Edge AI
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